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In Lima there is a park full of cats! It is called Kennedy 
Park and if you want to see cats, it is a great place to go!

There is a rule at the park! No chasing the cats!



Do you want to visit the cats?

These women are here to visit the cats!



Look! The women brought a big bag of cat food! They are 
feeding the cats dinner! These cats live at Kennedy Park.



There are cats everywhere!

There are 
little cats.

And orange cats. And double cats.

And motorcycle cats.

And splotchy cats.



Can you pet the cats?

These cats live outside and are not pet cats. Some of them
are very friendly and will come right up to you. Instead of 

petting them you could talk to them with a nice quiet voice. 
Animals like it when you move slowly and speak with a 

soft voice.



Remember, when you are meeting an animal you don't 
know, you should make sure they are friendly!

This man just met this cat. Do you notice he is giving the cat 
some space? That's a good idea when you meet a new cat!



I hope this book will make your visit to the Kennedy Park  a better 
experience. 

 
The park has many places to sit down and relax if you are feeling 

stressed out.  
 

Kennedy Park is surrounded by busy streets so be prepared to use 
the crosswalks! 

Ability Guidebooks are step-by-step instructions on how to access community destinations. 
For many people with autism new situations can cause stress and discomfort. Ability 

Guidebooks help to prepare people for new experiences. 

This book will also help teachers prepare their students on how to visit the museum for field 
trips.  

Brett Bigham is the 2014 Oregon State Teacher of the Year and is a 2015 National Education
Association Educator of Excellence from Oregon. Bigham is the first Special Education 
teacher to win these awards. Visit MrBsClassroom.com for more Ability Guidebooks. 

Special Thanks to the NEA Foundation Global Fellowship Program. As a Global Fellow I 
travelled to Peru to work with local educators and students and created this book.


